**Publication**

All accepted papers will be published in the International Conference Proceedings Series by International Conference Proceedings Series, which will be indexed by EI Compendex and Scopus and submitted to be reviewed by Thomson Reuters Conference Proceedings Citation Index (ISI Web of Science).

**Event History**

AIVR 2020 | ISBN: 978-1-4503-8799-6
AIVR2020 proceedings were available at ACM Digital Library.

ACM Digital Library, indexed by EI Compendex and Scopus;

AIVR 2018 | ISBN: 978-1-4503-6641-0
ACM Digital Library, indexed by EI Compendex and Scopus;

**Call for Paper**

Topics about Advances in Artificial Intelligence and Virtual Reality:
* System components, virtual reality platforms
* AI platforms for VR/AR, deep learning for VR/AR
* Standards and theoretical models for AI and/or VR
* Content creation and modelling
* Immersive environments and virtual worlds
* Visualization, optimized and realistic rendering
* Semantic and cognitive aspects of virtual reality
* Depth perception, multimodal perception
* Virtual agents
* Natural language processing
* Multimodal interaction and experiences in VR/AR
* Human–virtual user/agent interaction

More Topics, please visit at http://aivr.org/cfp.html

**Keynote Speakers**

Prof. Demetri Terzopoulos
ACM / IEEE / FRS / FRSC Fellow
University of California, USA

Prof. Erik Meijering–IEEE Fellow
University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia

Prof. Tak Wu Sam Kwong–IEEE Fellow
Chair Professor of Computer Science, City University of Hong Kong, China

**Submission Guideline**

- Full Paper—Publication and Presentation
- Abstract—Only Presentation

- Submission Online System:
  http://confsys.iconf.org/submission/aivr2021
- If you have any difficulties, please email your paper to aivr@iact.net

**Important Dates**

**Submission deadline:** April 5, 2021
**Notification date:** April 29, 2021
**Registration deadline:** May 10, 2021

**Contact us**

Ms. Bailey Zhou (Conference Secretary)
E-mail: aivr@iact.net
Phone/Wechat: 18081079313
Web: www.aivr.org
(office time 9:30 – 18:00,
Time zone: GMT+8 | Monday to Friday)